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Case Studies Series 2021 
Core Values Awards 2021 Entry 

Case Study 1: Resident Reach by Livingstone Shire Council  

 

Highlights at a glance   

 Geographical-based online engagement platform tailored to 66 diverse local communities; 

 Livingstone Shire Council, Local Government, Central Queensland region spread over 1,758km2;  

 Shifting community sentiment towards Council by offering transparency, inclusiveness and a 

commitment to listening;  

 Platform offers flexible approach for all levels of the engagement spectrum from inform to empower;   

 Leveraging digital engagement methods as a reactive solution to COVID-19 restrictions and creating 

sense of connectedness; 

 Three key outcomes showing impact of engagement: 1) leveraging digital technologies to provide 

continuous engagement with and by communities, 2) better understanding of the diverse needs of a 

vast community and 3) empowering local residents to provide local solutions to improve their area. 

 Three key engagement takeaways: 1) geographic and demographic profiles differed across the Shire 

2) offering the ability to participate creates a sense of belonging and ownership and 3) ongoing 

commitment and promotion of the initiative is required to ensure full potential is achieved.  

 

Key search words: Local government, digital technologies, deliberative engagement 

 

IAP2 Australasia Case Study Series aims to provide members with access to factual stories which demonstrate 
successes, challenges and insights from completed public participation projects. This free resource aims to increase 

practitioner knowledge, improve engagement practices and the experience of public participation. To access and 
search the Case Study Library/Database (IAP2A Members: head to the Member Resources Section)  

Want to know more about publishing a Case Study? Email info@iap2.org.au 
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1.0 Introduction 

 

This case study presents the Resident Reach initiative 

that Livingstone Shire Council developed in 2020 as a prime 

channel for two-way engagement with residents.  

Livingstone Shire Council experienced a period of change in 

March 2020 with a newly elected member appointed amidst 

the challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic. This enabled the 

Engagement Team to review the ‘look and feel’ of past, 

current and future engagement activities.  

Stipulations around essential travel prevented the Mayor 

and Councillors from travelling to localities (66) within the 

Shire. Traditional face-to-face annual community meetings had always occurred and with a new Mayor and 

newly elected Councillors keen to engage, Council’s approach to community engagement needed to evolve 

rapidly and adapt with the community alongside existing collaborators and partners. Council recognised 

that people were affected differently and the rise of the virtual community was here to stay.   

Livingstone Shire Council launched its Resident Reach program utilising the Engagement HQ (Bang The 

Table) Get Involved platform. This all-in-one Community Engagement digital resource enables Council and 

the community to connect, share ideas and work together to better educate and contribute towards building 

community resilience. Residents can remain up to date with news specific to their locality, participate in 

conversations, contribute to surveys, share their ideas, and have a direct online dialog with the Mayor and 

Councillors alongside the Engagement & Events Team, and project teams where relevant.  

 

The Program    

The Resident Reach initiative encompasses traditional face-to-face ‘Councillor Catch-ups’ alongside the 

newly developed digital engagement platform pages. The 66 localities in Livingstone Shire were arranged 

into 19 cluster groups (specific to geographic location and proximity), with a dedicated engagement project 

page for each cluster within the Get Involved platform.  

 

The messaging behind the name ‘Resident Reach’ is deliberate. The noun for the word ‘reach’ is described 

as the extent or range of something's application, effect, or influence. New beginnings require new fresh 

vibrant branding that visually portrays the intent without necessarily having the need for wordy taglines. The 

simplicity of two hands reaching to connect on the logo design represents Council’s desire to reach out and 

connect with the community.  

 

The ethos behind the Resident Reach initiative is to increase Council’s level of engagement with residents 

across each locality by offering the community an ongoing conversation and opportunity for a 
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transformative form of continuous engagement. It aligns with priorities that the community identified in the 

newly adopted Livingstone Shire Council Community Plan; Towards 2050 and will attribute towards 

assisting to increase engagement with the community and in turn increase Council’s brand affinity and 

reputation. 

 

Resident Reach provides:  

 The ability to have deeper and meaningful conversations on a more personalised and localised 

level; 

 An easy to use engagement platform for instant communication; 

 Residents with the ability to opt in and engage by choice on topics and interests that have meaning 

to them; and 

 An opportunity for two-way transparent interactions 24/7 (if needed). 

 

The following case study outlines how Livingstone Shire Council has crafted and implemented effective 

community engagement through its Resident Reach program. Section 2.0 provides an overview of the 

project background and public participation context including how the engagement project was designed 

and planned. Section 3.0 describes the implementation phase including how the engagement was 

managed from delivery through to analysis and reporting. Section 4.0 presents a reflection of the 

engagement with a focus on evaluation outcomes, impact and insights as well as evidence against the 

IAP2 Core Values for the practice of public participation.  

 

While Livingstone Shire Council’s engagement journey is still ongoing, since embracing the IAP2 core 

values, and utilising the software and expertise of Engagement HQ/Bang the Table, the organisation has 

been able to provide innovative engagement solutions to its community during what was a turbulent year 

(2020). The Resident Reach project showcases how community engagement can be bolstered by 

prioritising local voices in local government decision-making.  
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2.0 Background  

 

Design engagement 

Livingstone Shire Council is a local government entity located in 

Central Queensland. In 2020, one of the challenges Council faced 

was the disruption to Mayor and Councillor visits to localities 

around the Shire and at events due to COVID-19 restrictions. This 

provided a timely opportunity for Council to rethink the way it 

engages the local community, particularly when face-to-face 

engagement was not possible.  

As a solution, Livingstone Shire Council launched its online 

Resident Reach pages to enable council and the community to 

connect, share ideas and work together to improve each locality. 

Council was able to leverage the rise of digital technologies and 

relationship with Bang the Table to develop an online platform for 

engagement activities to take place. While Livingstone is under no 

specific legislative requirements to engage, Council has 

determined engagement as a key priority for the organisation 

moving forward.  

Objectives, purpose and scope 

 Create a geographical-based online platform delivering bespoke engagement to localities within the 

Shire;  

 Secure support of Council’s Elected Members and Leadership Team to champion engagement 

activities on a localised level; 

 Shift community sentiment towards Council into a more positive light by adopting a transparent 

model for communication and engagement; 

 Communicate key message of ‘One Shire, One Livingstone’ on Resident Reach pages with the goal 

to unite the community while engaging local voices to provide local solutions to issues that matter; 

and  

 Provide a platform for residents to act as subject matter experts for their respective localities.  

Gaining internal and external buy-in from stakeholders o the community was critical to the success of the 

Resident Reach program. The launch of Resident Reach required internal and external stakeholder support 

as outlined below: 

 Internally  

o Councillors – Briefed to become champions of Resident Reach, critical due to their role as 

empowered members of the public on the engagement spectrum – high influence; and   

 

 

 

Livingstone Shire Council 

sought to create a 

geographical-based online 

tool delivering bespoke 

engagement solutions to 

local communities unable to 

connect in-person and 

providing residents 

opportunity to influence 

decisions about their locality  
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o Leadership Team within organisation needed to shift their thinking to place engagement 

activity as a priority activity on projects. 

 Externally 

o Bang The Table to assist in the development of the online engagement platform; and 

o Wider community needed to be enticed into utilising the platform and understanding the two-

way benefits it offered. 

 

Considerations  

The general sentiment of the community was that Council did not historically provide transparency in its 

decision-making and that it did not prioritise the voices of the wider communities outside the more 

population dense localities within the Shire (namely Yeppoon and Emu Park where approximately 70% of 

the residents reside). At the same time a boundary review with neighbouring Rockhampton Regional 

Council was underway and there were concerns regarding the financial sustainability and future of the 

Shire should three of the northern suburbs be transferred to Rockhampton in future years.  

 

Figure 1: Resident Reach homepage - getinvolved.livingstone.qld.gov.au/resident-reach 

 

 

Plan engagement 

Local Government, like all organisations was not immune to the need for urgent adaptation. Business as 

usual was no longer the case and the COVID-19 pandemic provided council with the permission to dare to 

be bold. In June 2020, like many other small communities, the free local newspaper also closed and forced 

a review of how council was to communicate with residents. 
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A review of the demographic profile of residents indicated that of the approximate 38,000 residents only 

13% were over the age of 75, therefore it was assumed that the balance of adult residents were more than 

likely digitally connected by some means.  

Livingstone Shire Council had been one of the first Local Governments using the Bang the Table software 

to develop COVID-19 Project Pages (business and community) where information was quickly shared, 

associated links to numerous vital websites, key dates, information and ideas/stories tabs were deployed to 

provide multiple ways for citizens to engage.  

There were a number of considerations included limited print media options, advancements in digital 

technology and the urgency of messaging and tight financial constraints internally. The Manager Customer 

Engagement and Co-Ordinator Engagement and Events held internal meetings with Mayor, Executive 

Leadership Team and representatives from Economic Development to explore thoughts and opinions 

regarding replicating the COVID-19 project pages to more localised projects pages: thus the Resident 

Reach initiative was adopted.  

Having conducted Community Meetings through the Shire for many years, there was a depth of knowledge 

and understanding regarding community champions or ambassadors. These stakeholders were asked their 

thoughts and potential willingness to engage with council via Resident Reach – there was overall support 

and positivity regarding this as alternate option to more traditional means.  

Methods 

 Online streaming of Council meetings commenced in April 2020; 

 In-person consultation meetings with Councillors, Engagement Team and communities – shift 

towards going to the community, to their existing community meetings or groups (such as local fire 

brigades, dance groups etc); 

 Digital engagement on Resident Reach pages including the below widgets: 

o Inform via newsfeed  

o Surveys  

o Polls  

o Q&A tool  

o Ideas tool  

Budget 

 Annual fee for the engagement platform is $18,000 (Council begun using this software in 2019); and 

 Staff resources – Engagement Coordinator and Officer.   

Timeframes  

 April/May 2020 - Launch of Resident Reach engagement platform in response to COVID-19 

pandemic; 

 August to October 2020– In-person Resident Reach catch ups with Councillors occurred;  
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 March 2021 – Digital Marketing campaign commenced and in-person pop-up activities by 

Engagement Team underway; and  

 April 2021 to Present – Ongoing management of Resident Reach online pages including fielding 

questions and ideas, informing the community of project and news updates. 

Data collection  

 Insights collected via Resident Reach online platform reporting tools; 

 Reduction in Customer Service Requests logged per locality; and  

 Close the loop on decision-making process via the newsfeed tool on the Resident Reach online 

pages.  

 

Figure 2: Engagement tools available on each Resident Reach page 

 

Figure 3: Schedule of in-person engagement sessions   
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3.0 Implementation 

 

Manage engagement 

Resident Reach launched to the public soon after the world was catapulted into lockdowns due to COVID-

19 pandemic. Council acknowledged that the traditional lines of communication between the organisation 

and the public were significantly impacted and there was a need to provide an innovative approach to what 

had been largely traditional communication and engagement activities.  

An opportunity that presented itself was the increased use of digital technologies. This forced increase in 

computer literacy meant that residents who were adamant “offline” community members began to embrace 

the internet as a source of information on Council matters. Council capitalised on this shift by reactively 

launching the Resident Reach online platform. The aim was to continue engaging with the community at a 

time when in-person sessions simply were not an option. The live streaming of Ordinary Council Meetings 

helped bolster this as well.  

The key project challenges included the lack of understanding of best practice engagement within the 

organisation. Livingstone Shire Council’s Engagement Team delivered engagement workshops aligning 

with IAP2’s framework to the Executive Team and Councillors and will aim to extend these to the wider 

organisation to increase knowledge.  

A robust marketing campaign to promote Resident Reach to the community began in March 2021, including 

in-person engagement sessions at localities throughout the Shire alongside digital promotion. The 

promotion of the Resident Reach pages is still underway and management of engagement through the site 

is ongoing. However, the response to the program both internally and externally has been positive and 

provided the backing to further engagement activities within Council moving into future budgets.   

The Resident Reach program has delivered: 

 2.5k visitors to site; 

 27 surveys to the community providing opportunity as key decision makers (engage); and 

 102 newsfeed items published by Council informing the community on engagement projects 

(inform). 

Engagement Metrics – Resident Reach online platform 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5k 

Total Visits 

710 

Informed 

Visitors  

256 

Engaged 

Visitors  
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Approach to data collection, management, analysis and generating the findings  

Community members utilise the engagement tools on their 

Resident Reach page to flag an issue or pitch an idea 

Council for the improvement of their locality. The 

Engagement Team manages all enquiries and escalates with 

the relevant department for actioning. The task may be 

actionable immediately or become an extensive project. An 

example is a community member identifying the need for 

signage in their locality; or an idea for a larger infrastructure 

project, such as cycle pathways, which can be put forward for 

consideration in future budgets. Either way, the ongoing 

engagement required to deliver community projects can sit on 

the Resident Reach platform.  

By utilising the engagement tools on the Resident Reach 

page, Council has been able to engage with the community 

for feedback and ideas on various project from concept plans 

right through to construction. Council utilises the Newsfeed 

tool on the Resident Reach pages to communicate updates 

back to the community to inform them of the progress of 

projects affecting their locality.  

 

 

“Resident Reach is a 

powerful engagement 

initiative developed by 

Livingstone Shire Council. It 

provides opportunity for our 

council staff and vast 

community to create 

meaningful connections 

both online and offline, and 

work together to create a 

Shire we’re all proud to live 

in.” 

- Andrew Ireland, Mayor at 
Livingstone Shire Council 

 

“Resident Reach takes 

information sharing and 

community engagement to 

a more practical and 

approachable level, where 

members of the community 

can easily navigate to a 

specific area on their site to 

find relevant information, 

share local ideas and 

provide feedback and views 

on matters of local 

importance” 

- Dan Popping, Bang the 
Table 
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Figure 4: Promotional flyers provided at in-person engagement sessions 
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4.0 Outcomes, impact and insights 

 

Reflection and evaluation of engagement 

Council understood that there would not be an immediate ‘rush’ to the Resident Reach pages. Previous 

engagement activities limited and it would take time for confidence in newly elected members to begin. The 

timing was in hindsight perfect, COVID-19 was changing the world, residents were changing in their 

professional and personal lives, so while it is acknowledged that there are various phases within the 

‘change’ cycle and people come on the journey at different paces, change was happening and there was 

no time to wait.  

It is acknowledged that there are variances to the spectrum of engagement dependent on the given activity 

on Resident Reach. The initial desire was to always become the provider of ‘news’ and recipient of 

‘queries’: 

 INFORM the residents of vital information specific to their locality, this ranged from vital 

bushfire preparedness funding initiatives where the community determined what was to be 

built, to general council news, grant information and agency networking opportunities; 

 INVOLVE residents by providing transparent, timely responses to questions asked. Used the 

survey or poll tools as required for locality specific topics and aspirations; 

 CONSULT by working directly with residents, ask them what they think regarding what 

council is intending to do, particularly when it is specific to their locality; 

 COLLABORATE by bringing the clusters on the journey. Create a huge sense of belonging 

by partnering with the residents on matters that directly (and if needed indirectly) impact 

them;  

 EMPOWER where possible and allow the community to make the final decision.  

 

An example of where empowerment has shone is our consultation regarding locality signage for the historic 

township of Marlborough. The community were asked via the Resident Reach page to vote on several 

artistic designs and then of course to provide their feedback on what they as residents would like to see 

depict their town. The end result is vastly different to the initial design and therefore one that the residents 

can take ownership and pride for.  

By going out to localities to promote the Resident Reach program, Livingstone Shire Council was able to 

secure buy-in from the community that utilise the online platform. There has already been uptake on the 

platform with residents submitting ideas and questions to Council. The activation of surveys on the 

community pages, such as the Marlborough Sign or Glendale sign consultations, has resulted in successful 

collaboration between Council and community to deliver key placemaking projects through multiple rounds 

of engagement at a local level. While Council has been successful in demonstrating the value of online 

platforms by educating the community, there remains some residents that refuse to engage online. This 
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cements the importance of continuing in-person Resident Reach catch-ups supplementing the newer digital 

engagement platform.  

Three key outcomes showing impact of engagement:  

1) Successfully leveraging digital technologies to provide continuous engagement with communities, 
2) Council is better understanding and meeting the diverse needs of its vast community, and  

3) The level of engagement is increasing by empowering local residents to provide local solutions to improve 
their area  

Three key engagement takeaways: 

1) Geographic and demographic profiles differed across the Shire  
2) Offering the ability to participate creates a sense of belonging and ownership, and  
3) Ongoing commitment and promotion of the initiative is required to ensure full potential is achieved. 

 

Alignment with IAP2 Core Values for the practice of public participation 

 

IAP2 Core Values  Example or evidence from this project 

1. Public participation is based on the belief that those 
who are affected by a decision have a right to be 
involved in the decision-making process  

Livingstone Shire Council’s Resident Reach 
initiative acknowledges the community as 
key decision makers. The online platform 
offers survey and quick poll tools, which 
enable to community to provide input on 

decisions relevant to their locality.  

2. Public participation includes the promise that the 
public’s contribution will influence the decision  

Council can demonstrate the influence the 
community has had on the decision by 

informing the community of the outcomes of 
their input via the Resident Reach platform.  

3. Public participation promotes sustainable decisions 

by recognising and communicating the needs and 
interests of all participants, including decision makers  

Resident Reach offers continuous two-way 

information sharing between Council and 
community. The localised pages provide a 
platform for all voices within the community 
to have their say on the issues important to 
them. It also provides another means for 
Councillors to reach the community and work 
together as key decision makers.  

4. Public participation seeks out and facilitates the 
involvement of those potentially affected by or 
interested in a decision  

The primary purpose of Resident Reach is to 
provide another means of facilitating 
discussions between Council and the 
community where traditional Council 
meetings were not possible.  

5. Public participation seeks input from participants in 
designing how they participate  

During the in-person promotional 
engagement sessions in March 2021, the 
engagement team sought feedback from the 
community on how practical the Resident 
Reach pages are in providing opportunity to 
participate in decision-making. Once 

educated on how to make the most of the 
online platform, the response from residents 
was very positive. A key piece of feedback 
was being able to engage with Council 
outside of business hours, and an online 
platform provides that opportunity therefore 
not excluding the working community from 
participating.  
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6. Public participation provides participants with the 
information they need to participate in a meaningful 
way  

Council has implemented a number of 
measures to ensure there is transparency in 
the information that it shares with its 
community. The Resident Reach program 
allows for targeted engagement with smaller 
groups of relevant people, thereby delivering 
meaningful communication.  

7. Public participation communicates to participants how 
their input affected the decision  

Closing the loop on engagement projects 
remains a work in progress, however 
Resident Reach provides the tools to reach 
the community and share updates throughout 
the duration of any given project. The 

localised pages allow for those most affected 
in a decision to be reached and their voices 
heard.  
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To access and search the Case Study Library/Database (IAP2 Australasia members): Head to the 
Members Resources section of IAP2 Australasia.  

Want to know more about publishing a Case Study? www.iap2.org.au/casestudy  
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